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Once upon a time, there was a little girl called Goldilocks. On the day our story begins, she had fibbed to her Mum about attending
school and had gone for a walk in the woods instead. She came across a lovely, neat little house and, being the curious type,
decided to see who was home.
The owners of the cottage were a family of bears. They had gone for a stroll that morning, as the porridge that Mummy Bear had
made for Daddy Bear and Baby Bear was far too hot to eat, so they thought they would leave it for a short while to cool down.
Porridge was their favourite, always made in their magic pot!
In their absence, Goldilocks explored their home. She ate some of their porridge, sat in their chairs, and fell asleep in the smallest
bed in the house. When the bears returned, they noticed that someone had been in their home and couldn’t believe it when they
discovered Goldilocks in Baby Bears’ bed!
After a lot of screaming and rushing around, Goldilocks grabbed the magic porridge pot and ran off into the woods. Mummy and
Daddy Bear decided it was time to tell Baby Bear all about her ‘coming of age’ quest and told her to head out into the woods, find
Goldilocks, retrieve the porridge pot and secure her status as a “grown up bear”.
She headed off, full of pride and feeling excited about her quest.
Goldilocks headed straight back to her own house. Waiting for her were her family. Her Mum & Dad (who was the Big Bad Wolf)
her brother and her Gran & Grandpa. They immediately decided to cook some porridge with the use of the magic words. The
trouble was, they had no idea of how to stop it, so the porridge grew more and more until it was oozing and pouring out of every
door and window of the house! The family all panicked and ran out of the house!
Meanwhile, Baby Bear was heading through the forest, getting closer, using a tracker that she had put on Goldilocks back and she
was following through an app on her phone. Unfortunately the battery on her phone ran out, so she took a detour to the nearest
city to try and get a replacement. She found a shop with a sign outside that said ‘Batteries’, so in she went. She told the shop owner
a lie about there being a magic tree outside and when the shop owner went outside to look, Baby Bear found exactly the batteries
she needed and stole them.
However, the tracker had fallen of Goldilocks back near a tree in the forest, so it led Baby Bear straight to that tree and no further.
Fortunately, Baby Bear spotted a few blobs of porridge that had dropped out of the pot and picked up a new trail. She ended up at
Goldilocks house just has Goldilocks family had all escaped from the tsunami of porridge. She very kindly told them the new
password to stop the porridge cooking, which was ‘Egg-Zed-Hello-The Porridge Song-Pizza’. The porridge stopped cooking straight
away and Baby Bear then proceeded to munch down loads of the porridge that had been cooked, before grabbing the pot and
dashing back towards her own house, where she locked the porridge pot in the family safe.
Goldilocks family, who could be very naughty at times, wanted to steal the pot back, so they waited until night time, near midnight
in fact and went sneakily to the house of the Bears. There, they set fire to the house and while the bears ran out, they crept in to
look for the pot. They figured out that the combination to open the safe was the porridge cooking password backwards. They all
said together ‘Pizza-Song Porridge The-Hello-Zed-Egg’ and the safe opened to reveal the pot looking pretty burnt and damaged.
They smashed it to pieces before leaving the burning house.
They stumbled upon the family of bears outside and realised how terribly they had behaved all along so they decided to build the
bears a brand new house AND porridge pot. They did a beautiful job and both families then lived Happily Ever After……….
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